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Abstract
The control of polyvariance is a key issue in partial deduction of logic programs. Certainly,
only nitely many specialised versions of any procedure should be generated, while, on the
other hand, overly severe limitations should not be imposed. In this paper, well-founded
orderings serve as a starting point for tackling this so-called \global termination" problem.
Polyvariance is determined by the set of distinct \partially deduced" atoms generated during
partial deduction. Avoiding ad-hoc techniques, we formulate a quite general framework where
this set is represented as a tree structure. Associating weights with nodes, we de ne a
well-founded order among such structures, thus obtaining a foundation for certi ed global
termination of partial deduction. We include an algorithm template, concrete instances of
which can be used in actual implementations, prove termination and correctness, and report
on the results of some experiments. Finally, we conjecture that the proposed framework can
support further advances towards (fully automatic) optimal program specialisation.
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1 Introduction
As a major approach to program transformation and specialisation, partial evaluation has
perhaps most intensively been studied in a functional programming context ([5], [15]). It was
introduced to logic programming by [17] and has since then ourished also there (see e.g. [16],
[10], [28]). Lately, it has become customary to speak about partial \deduction" rather than
\evaluation" in a context of pure logic programs, and we will comply with that development
in this paper, too.
A clear theoretical foundation for partial deduction was established in [23]. While clarifying a number of basic issues in the eld, [23] did not address the question of how partial
deduction should actually be performed. No actual procedure was included and no control
issues were considered.
Providing adequate control for completely automatic partial deduction is however a crucial
point in the development of a fully edged, practical system for program specialisation. And
one, so experience has shown, that is quite non-trivial to solve. Though there are obvious
links between them, two di erent levels of consideration can be distinguished:
 A rst concern pertains to the construction of SLD(NF)-trees that provide partial deductions for individual atoms. This is occasionally referred to as the local control level.
 The global level of control (on which this paper focuses), on the other hand, concerns
itself with deciding for which atoms partial deductions have to be computed, making sure
that the correctness conditions established in [23] are satis ed, and providing the right
amount of polyvariance (i.e. generating di erent specialised procedures corresponding
to a single general one in the original program).
In practice, these two levels are often intertwined, in the sense that decisions on one level
in uence those on the other. However, conceptually (and to a large extent also practically,
in fact), they can be and occasionally have been separated to good e ect.
At both levels, it is important to guide partial deduction in such a way that the eciency gain resulting from its overall application is maximised. Several interesting heuristics
and/or overall strategies, both for guiding unfolding and for steering polyvariance, have been
proposed, often producing ne results on a range of examples, but no universally adequate
methods have as yet emerged. (See e.g. [16] and [10] for two fairly recent accounts of these
and related issues.)
At both levels also, it is crucial for a fully automatic method to proceed such that termination is guaranteed on all programs and queries without any user intervention. As far as
tree construction is concerned, imposing a depth bound is an obvious way to certify its termination. However, this device has often been judged too crude, and research has investigated
other methods, either to be combined with (some kind of) a depth bound (see e.g. [21], [34],
[35], [2], [32], [3]) or not ([32], [3], [4], [25]).
Abstracting, then, from the local termination problem, in other words, assuming that for
any atom and program, a partial deduction for that atom in that program can be delivered,
the present paper sets out to investigate global termination. As indicated above, at the global
level, the composition of the set of partially deduced atoms is handled. (As each such atom has
an associated partial deduction, together nally constituting the whole specialised program,
modulo perhaps some post-execution processing, this set also determines polyvariance.) Since
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most procedures do not only add, but occasionally also remove elements from this set during
partial deduction, there are two points to be addressed in global termination:
 The set should not be allowed to grow unboundedly.
 Loops that, while keeping the set bounded, repeatedly add and delete the same atom(s)
should also be avoided.
An arbitrary bound on the set's cardinality can apparently provide an answer to the rst
of these challenges. (The matter is complicated, though, by the fact that not just any set
of atoms will be acceptable. See Theorem 2.5 below.) And, just as for local control, it
is conceivable that a very large size bound combined with excellent optimality control (i.e.
producing neither too little nor too much polyvariance) will perform very satisfactorily from a
practical point of view. However, we feel that it is preferable to address global termination in
a more principled way that better re ects the inherent logic of the problem, trying to remedy
possible causes for non-termination instead of providing a symptomatic treatment. Doing so,
we trust that the framework for termination to be presented below provides an interesting
starting point for further re nements towards obtaining optimal polyvariance and maximally
ecient specialised programs, within a system that is guaranteed to always terminate. The
above mentioned papers [4] and [25] present an online approach to local termination that
relies on concepts related to well-founded orderings. Our work on global termination in the
present paper will draw on the same source of inspiration, but we will strive to make the
ensuing presentation as much as possible self-contained.
The further layout of this paper, then, is as follows. Section 2 brie y recapitulates basic
notions as well as a schematic algorithm for partial deduction of normal logic programs. In
Section 3, we present our solution to the global termination problem, establishing a framework, including a generic algorithm and brie y discussing the performance of some of the
latter's concrete instances. Section 4 relates the approach to other work in partial deduction and partial evaluation, or even more general program transformation. Along the way, it
attempts to assess the approach presented in this paper and suggests possible modi cations
and extensions, both to the framework and to concrete algorithms. Finally, we formulate a
conclusion and assemble promising directions for further research in Section 5.

2 Partial Deduction
In what follows, we assume the reader to be familiar with the basic concepts in logic programming, as they are presented in e.g. [22]. Throughout, unless stated explicitly otherwise, the
terms \(logic) program" and \goal" will refer to a normal logic program and goal, respectively.
First, we will designate an SLDNF-tree as incomplete when some of its leaves are neither
success nor failure nodes, but an arbitrary goal where no literal has been selected for a further
derivation step. Next, we reproduce the main de nitions and an important theorem from [23].
De nition 2.1 Let P be a logic program, G0 = G a goal and G0; G1; : : :; Gn with n > 0, an
SLDNF-derivation for P [fG0 g. Let 1 ; : : :; n be the corresponding sequence of substitutions
and let Gn be Q.
G1    n Q is called the resultant of the derivation G0; G1; : : :; Gn.
4

De nition 2.2 Let P be a program, A an atom and  a nite (possibly incomplete) SLDNF-

tree for P [ f Ag. Let fGiji = 1; : : :; rg be the (non-root) leaves of the non-failing branches
of  and fRiji = 1; : : :; rg the resultants corresponding to the derivations f A; : : :; Giji =
1; : : :; rg. The set fRiji = 1; : : :; rg is called a partial deduction of A in P .
If A = fA1 ; : : :; Asg is a nite set of atoms, then a partial deduction of A in P is the union
of the partial deductions of A1 ; : : :; As in P .
A partial deduction of P wrt A is a logic program obtained from P by replacing the set of
clauses in P whose head contains one of the predicate symbols appearing in A (called the
partially deduced predicates ) by a partial deduction of A in P .

De nition 2.3 Let A be a nite set of atoms. We say A is independent if no two atoms in

A have a common instance.
De nition 2.4 Let S be a set of rst-order formulas and A a nite set of atoms. We say S
is A-closed if each atom in S containing a predicate symbol occurring in an atom in A is an
instance of an atom in A.
Theorem 2.5 Let P be a logic program, G a goal, A a nite, independent set of atoms, and
P 0 a partial deduction of P wrt A such that P 0 [ fGg is A-closed. Then the following hold :
 P 0 [ fGg has an SLDNF-refutation with computed answer  i P [ fGg does.
 P 0 [ fGg has a nitely failed SLDNF-tree i P [ fGg does.
In other words, under the conditions stated in this theorem, computation with a partial
deduction of a program is sound and complete with respect to computation with the original
program. One of the tasks of the global control component of a partial deduction algorithm
will be to ensure that the conditions imposed on A are in fact veri ed. The elements of A
will be called the partially deduced atoms.
Let us now, starting from the above ingredients, set out to actually formulate a (very
high level) algorithm for computing partial deductions. First, we introduce some auxiliary
notions. The rst of these abstracts from the details of local control, re ecting our intention
not to address them in the present paper.
De nition 2.6 An unfolding rule U is a function which given a program P and an atom A,
returns a nite set of resultants that is a partial deduction of A in P (using U ). If A is a
nite set of atoms and P a program, then the set of resultants obtained by applying U to
each atom in A is called a partial deduction of A in P using U .
We will use the notations U (A; P ) and U (A; P ).
De nition 2.7 Let C be a set of (normal) clauses or goals. Then we de ne BA(C ), the set
of atoms (modulo variable renaming) appearing in the bodies of C 's elements as:
BA(C ) = f A j 9 B Q; A; Q0 2 C or 9 B Q; A; Q0 2 C g modulo variable renaming,
where B may be absent and Q and Q0 denote (possibly empty) conjunctions of literals.
Note that atoms being variants are considered identical. Of such variants, an arbitrary one
is retained as an actual element of the resulting set. Likewise, comparisons between (sets of)
atoms will, throughout this paper, be performed modulo variable renaming.
5

Algorithm 2.8
Input

a program P and goal G

Output

a set of partially deduced atoms A

Initialisation

A := ;
A := BA(fGg)
0

1

i := 1

While Ai? 6= Ai do
1

S := Ai [ BA(U (Ai ; P )) ()
Ai := abstract(S )
()
+1

i := i + 1

Endwhile
A := Ai

Figure 1: A high level kernel algorithm for partial deduction.
The core of a high level algorithm for partial deduction is displayed in Figure 1. The
algorithm calls for several comments. First, it explicitly seems to compute only a set of
partially deduced atoms, rather than a partial deduction. But, obviously, such a set unambiguously determines its associated partial deduction in P (using U ). Apart from partial
deductions, other useful information may also be considered associated with the atoms in A
(see Section 4). Secondly, the algorithm incorporates only the backbone of a complete method
for partial deduction (or program specialisation). Not included are e.g. static pre-execution
renaming as in [2] and [26], dynamic renaming as in [1], and post-execution renaming and
structure ltering as in [1], [12] or [13] (where it serves, among other purposes, to remove any
remaining lack of independence from A). Other post-execution processing might consist of
reducing A (and therefore polyvariance) for optimality reasons. Any of these can be added
without invalidating what follows, although, in some cases, care should be taken not to introduce a new termination problem. Also not included is a prior analysis phase that derives
supporting information for the main algorithm (e.g. through techniques related to abstract
interpretation). We return to this point in Section 5. Next, as announced, we have not detailed how SLD(NF)-trees are to be constructed. Note that De nition 2.6 implicitly assumes
that for every program and atom, a nite tree can be built. Apart from the techniques in
(among others) the papers mentioned in Section 1, various versions of determinate unfolding,
as discussed in [11] and [13], can provide inspiration. Finally, it is within the abstract operation that the essence of global control resides. In every iteration, taking the union in line ()
incorporates the striving towards closedness, as required by Theorem 2.5. Applying abstract
in line () allows for re nements, possibly ensuring Ai 's independence as in [2] and [26],
imposing optimality control of polyvariance as in [13], and guaranteeing global termination.
It is the latter aspect of abstract that we wish to concentrate on in this paper.
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3 Ensuring Global Termination
3.1 Subset-wise founded marked trees

Two basic ingredients of our approach are strict order relations, denoted >, and well-founded
measures. A strict order relation is an anti-re exive, anti-symmetric and transitive binary
relation. A (possibly partially) strictly ordered set, V; >V , will be called an s-poset.
De nition 3.1 An s-poset V; > is called well-founded if there is no in nite sequence of
elements e1 ; e2; : : : in V such that ei > ei+1 , for all i  1.
Well-founded sets are a commonly used tool for proving termination of programs and production systems. A discussion and further references can be found in e.g. [7].
De nition 3.2 Let V; >V be an s-poset. A well-founded measure, f , on V; >V is a monotonic
function from V; >V to some well-founded set W; >W .
Below, we show how the Ai sets in Algorithm 2.8 can be re ned into nite tree-like
structures and how proper manipulation of these structures guarantees termination of the
resulting algorithm. Before reconsidering partial deduction in those terms, in the present
subsection, we rst introduce the structures we will use and establish some crucial properties
of these. We set out with the following de nition:
De nition 3.3 A marked tree (m-tree) is a ( nitely branching) tree where nodes can be either
marked or unmarked.
Using the standard terminology connected with trees, we speak about nodes and links, a root,
branches, leaves, parent, child, ancestor and descendent nodes. Throughout the rest of this
paper, we assume no order among the children of a node, and consider equality of m-trees
modulo child permutations.
One may wonder what might be the relevance of the marks. When m-trees will be used
to control partial deduction, a mark will basically indicate that the considered node contains
an atom already partially deduced. See Section 3.2.
If  is an m-tree, we denote the set of its nodes as N , subset of some domain D , the
latter often left implicit. Let n1 and n2 be elements of N , then we de ne n1 > n2 if and
only if n1 is an ancestor of n2 in . Then N ; > is an s-poset. We can now introduce the
following de nition:
De nition 3.4 An m-tree  is subset-wise founded if
S
1. There are nitely many disjoint sets, C1 ; : : :; CN  D , such that N  1iN Ci.
2. For each i = 1; : : :; N , there exists a well-founded measure fi : Ci \ N; > ! Wi ; >i .
A pair of tuples ((C1; : : :; CN ); (f1; : : :; fN )), as in De nition 3.4 will be called a class measure
pair (cm-pair). We will occasionally speak about an m-tree being subset-wise founded wrt
a given cm-pair. Note that any subtree of a subset-wise founded m-tree (wrt  ) is also
subset-wise founded (wrt  ).
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Example 3.5 Suppose that nodes in m-trees are labeled with atoms (as in Section 3.2 below)

in a given language L. Then a cm-pair can classify nodes according to their atom labels, for
example by having one class per predicate symbol appearing in the label. Of course, more negrained distinctions are also possible, for a particular predicate symbol for instance further
distinguishing between di erent top-level functors in their rst argument. Possible measure
functions can count (e.g.) functor occurrences in (some) arguments, thus mapping a node to
a natural number re ecting the complexity of the atom in its label, or even impose lexical
priorities among various, separately mapped, subsets of arguments. (IN; >, of course, is a
well-founded set, and so is IN k ; >k , where >k is the lexical ordering among k-tuples.) Various
concrete objects similar to such cm-pairs are used to provide local control in [4], [25] and [26].
(In fact, below, we will slightly enhance measure functions of this type in order to cater for
safe abstraction. See Example 3.21.)
Such an m-tree, then, is subset-wise founded with respect to such a cm-pair if argument
structure decreases properly from one atom to the next in the same class along all branches
of the tree.
Before we consider a concrete example, we formally de ne a particular class of measure
functions as follows (taken from [4]):
De nition 3.6 Let Term denote the set of terms in a language L. We de ne the functor
norm as the function j:j : Term ! IN :
If t = f (t1 ; : : :; tn ); n > 0
then jtj = 1 + jt1 j +    + jtn j
else jtj = 0
The functor norm counts the number of functors (including \list" functors) in a given term.
For example: j[a; f (a); b]j = j[a; b; c; []]j = j[a; b; c; djX ]j = 4.
De nition 3.7 Let p be a predicate of arity n and S = fa1; : : :; amg; 1  ak  n; 1  k  m,
a set of argument positions for p. We de ne the functor measure with respect to p and S as
the function
j:jp;S : fAjA is an atom with predicate symbol pg ! IN :
jp(t1; : : :; tn)jp;S = jta1 j +    + jtam j

Example 3.8 Let now L be a language with two predicate symbols p=2 and q=1, providing

labels for an m-tree as indicated above. Suppose that:
C1 = fAjA is an atom in L with predicate symbol pg
C2 = fAjA is an atom in L with predicate symbol qg
and let f2 = j:jq;f1g, then the tree in Figure 2 is subset-wise founded wrt ((C1; C2); (f1; f2 ))
if f1 = j:jp;f2g, but not if f1 = j:jp;f1g or f1 = j:jp;f1;2g. However, the tree without node 6 is
subset-wise founded wrt the latter cm-pair.
(Nodes in Figure 2 are identi ed through numbers; possible marks, being irrelevant for the
considerations at hand, are not indicated. In the present context, the dotted box should be
ignored.)
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1

2

q(a)

p(f(a),[a,b,c|X])

3 p(f(f(a)),[d|X])

4 q([a,b,c])
5 q([b,c]) 6 p(f(f(f(a))),[])

Figure 2: The m-tree referred to in Examples 3.8, 3.12 and 3.19.
Subset-wise foundedness characterises niteness.
Proposition 3.9 An m-tree  is nite i it is subset-wise founded.
Proof First, if  is nite, then N; > is a well-founded set and the cm-pair in De nition 3.4
can be chosen with N = 1, C1 = N and f1 the identity function on C1.
Conversely, suppose that  is not nite. Then it follows from Konig's Lemma (see e.g. [8])
that there is at least one in nite branch in . This means that at least one Ci \ N contains
an in nite sequence ni1 > ni2 > : : :. Applying fi , we obtain an in nite descending sequence
fi (ni1 )>ifi (ni2 )>i: : : in Wi, contradicting the latter's well-foundedness.
2
In other words, when constructing m-trees, it suces to ensure their subset-wise foundedness
(with respect to a given cm-pair) to certify that they will be nite. Of course, in principle,
this can also be attained with a single measure function used throughout the entire tree. But
in the context of using m-trees to control partial deduction, the re ned subset-wise approach
is much more convenient and natural.
We can now consider the set of all m-trees that are subset-wise founded wrt a certain
cm-pair, and turn it into a well-founded set by imposing a suitable partial order on it.
De nition 3.10 Let  be a cm-pair, then we denote as M the set of all m-trees that are
subset-wise founded wrt  .
Before we can move on, we need to introduce the following auxiliary concept.
De nition 3.11 If  is a marked tree and n a node in , then we call the tree consisting
of n together with all its descendants in  and all the links connecting these nodes in , the
terminal subtree of  rooted in n.

Example 3.12 In Figure 2, the terminal subtree rooted in node 3 is contained within the
dotted box.
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Now, we can de ne:
De nition 3.13 Let  be a cm-pair and M the set of m-trees, subset-wise founded wrt .
Then any function from M to M that performs (exactly) one of the following operations
(on any  in M ):
1. mark an unmarked node
2. add one or more child nodes to an unmarked leaf
3. remove a terminal subtree and replace its root n 2 Ci by an (unmarked) node n0 2 Ci
such that fi (n) >i fi (n0 )
is called a direct tree transformer (dtt). We will denote the set of all direct tree transformers
on a set M as F .
In accordance with the possible operations listed in De nition 3.13, we will classify direct
tree transformers as being of type 1, 2 or 3, respectively. Proposition 3.16 will show that the
operations on the m-trees in the context of partial deduction can be understood in terms of
dtts.
On M , we nally de ne the desired partial order, re ecting dtt applications, as follows:
De nition 3.14 Let  be a cm-pair. We de ne > on M as the transitive closure of the
following relation R:
R = f(1 ; 2) 2 M  M j9f 2 F : 2 = f (1 )g
The following crucial theorem can now be proved:
Theorem 3.15 Let  be a cm-pair. Then M ; > is a well-founded set.
Proof First, observe that > is a strict (partial) order on M . Indeed, > is transitive by
de nition. That it is also anti-re exive and anti-symmetric follows from its well-foundedness,
demonstrated below.
So, let us show that there can be no in nite descending sequence in M ; > . First, observe that  > 0 i 9f1 : : :fn 2 F : 0 = fn (: : :f1 () : : :). Slightly simplifying the notation, we will write fn : : :f1 (). So, we have to show that there can be no in nite sequence
; f1 (); f2f1(); : : : in M . In other words, we must show that the number of direct tree
transformers that can successively be applied to any  is nite, and, without loss of generality,
we may assume that  consists of a single unmarked node n.
Now, rst, before a dtt of another type is applied, just a single type 1 dtt is applicable to
. This provides the base case for a straightforward induction argument showing that after
a nite number of dtt applications (say f1 to fl ), the number of type 1 dtts consecutively
applicable before a dtt application of type 2 or type 3, is nite. (This number is equal to the
number of unmarked nodes in fl : : :f1 ().) It remains to be shown that only a nite number
of type 2 or type 3 dtts are applicable.
We rst argue that after a nite number of dtt applications, only a nite number of type 2
dtts can consecutively be applied before a dtt application of type 3. Indeed, every type 2 dtt
adds one or more nodes to the tree it is applied to. This can only happen nitely often since
the elements of M ; > are subset-wise founded m-trees. We are therefore left with the task
of showing that, starting from , only a nite number of type 3 dtts can be applied.
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The proof involves several arguments by induction. The main induction is on the number of
classes in  . Both the proof of the base case and the proof of the induction step in that overall
induction argument involve a subsidiary induction, in the latter case in its turn requiring a
subordinate induction argument to show that its induction step holds.
First, then, suppose that  = (C; f ), i.e. it consists of a single class C and associated measure
function f : C ! W; >W . We want to prove that from  (consisting of a single node n 2 C ),
only a nite number of type 3 dtts (on M ) can be applied. The proof of this base case in
the overall induction is through induction on the number of elements in the longest sequence
f (n)>W w1>W w2>W : : : in W . Let us denote this number as l(n). If l(n) = 1, only a single
dtt (of type 1) is applicable and the result is immediate. Suppose now that l(n) > 1 and
that the result holds for any n0 such that l(n) > l(n0) (this is the induction hypothesis for
the current subsidiary induction proof). Applying a type 3 dtt to  immediately (or after
rst applying a type 1 dtt) reduces the problem to the induction hypothesis, since it replaces
n by a node m such that f (n) >W f (m) (and therefore l(n) > l(m)). Alternatively, we can
rst apply a type 2 dtt to obtain a two-layer tree 0 with root n and leaves n1 ; : : :; nN such
that 81  i  N : f (n) >W f (ni ). Now we can use the induction hypothesis on the child
nodes, and derive that after a nite number of type 3 dtt applications (only a ecting proper
subtrees of the entire tree), the only remaining possibility involves removing the entire tree
with root n (and replacing n by a node m such that f (n) >W f (m)). However, as observed
above, applying a type 3 dtt that does this, reduces the situation to one covered by the induction hypothesis, and we conclude that after it, only nitely many type 3 dtt applications
can follow. This concludes the proof of the base case in the main induction argument.
Let us now assume that the result holds for any  with at most N classes and associated
measure functions (this is the induction hypothesis of the main induction argument). We
show that it is then also valid for all  with N + 1 classes and measure functions. Now, let
 = ((C1; : : :; CN +1); (f1; : : :; fN +1)) and  consist of node n 2 CM (1  M  N + 1). Again
the proof proceeds through a subsidiary induction argument, this time on LM , upper bound
to lM (m) (where lM (m) is de ned similarly to l(n) above) for any node m 2 CM that appears
in the m-trees produced by consecutively applying a series of dtts s to an m-tree  in M .
In other words, we will prove that for any value of this upper bound, if  and s satisfy it,
only nitely many type 3 dtts can occur in s. Since lM (n) provides such an upper bound for
any s applied to , the desired result follows from this. As before, it is sucient to consider
a starting tree  consisting of a single node n .
The base case of this subsidiary induction is LM = 0. This means that in none of the constructed trees a node in CM appears. Therefore, all these trees are subset-wise founded with
respect to ((C1; : : :; CM ?1; CM +1; : : :; CN +1); (f1; : : :; fM ?1; fM +1; : : :; fN +1 )). This cm-pair
contains only N classes and measure functions. The result therefore follows from the induction hypothesis of the main induction argument.
Let us then consider LM = k and assume that for any starting tree  0 and series s0 of dtts such
that all nodes m 2 CM in any produced tree have lM (m) < k, s0 is guaranteed to contain only
nitely many type 3 dtts. (Let us call this induction hypothesis H .) Now either n 2 CM or
this is not the case. Suppose rst it is. Then lM (n ) provides an upper bound for the lM (m)
values in all trees constructible from  through any series s. Therefore, the only interesting
case is lM (n ) = k. Leaving the trivial operation of marking n out of consideration, a series
s can start with either a type 2 or a type 3 dtt. In the latter case, the problem is reduced
to the induction hypothesis H , since we must have lM (n ) > lM (r) where r is the new root
11

node, replacing n . In the former case, nitely many child nodes are added to n . Again
apart from the possible marking of n , any dtt occurring in s before a type 3 dtt removing n
as discussed above, can be considered as occurring in exactly one subseries of s starting from
one of the children c of n . However, since all produced trees must be subset-wise founded
wrt  , any CM node in any of the (sub)trees produced in any of these series must have an lM
value strictly smaller than k. The result now again follows from H .
Finally, then, suppose n 62 CM . To deal with this case, we need a nal induction argument,
reasoning on the number of times a series s introduces a node nM 2 CM with lM (nM ) = k in
a constructed m-tree. The base case of this nal induction is when this never happens. But
then we can use H to conclude that s can contain only nitely many type 3 dtts. Now suppose
that any s which does this t times can contain only nitely many type 3 dtts. (Let this be
induction hypothesis H 0.) Then an s0 indulging in this practice t + 1 times can be considered
as constituted of a subseries doing it at most t times, one type 2 dtt that introduces at least
one such node, and a disjoint subseries operating from the t+1st node. The rst subseries
contains only nitely many type 3 dtts due to H 0, and the latter operates starting from a tree
with root node r 2 CM such that lM (r) = k and, above, we have shown that such a series is
also bound to contain only nitely many type 3 dtts.
2

3.2 Global termination through subset-wise founded m-trees

Let us now return to the proper topic of this paper: (globally) controlling partial deduction.
In Algorithm 2.8, termination of the While-loop and global control in general depend on the
successive Ai sets. We now propose to re ne these sets into m-trees, labeling the latter's
nodes with the atoms in the corresponding set. In each iteration, the given m-tree, subsetwise founded wrt a certain cm-pair  , will be transformed into a successor m-tree, likewise
subset-wise founded wrt  and obtainable from its predecessor through a nite number of
direct tree transformers. Therefore, it will be smaller in the associated > order on M and
since that is a well-founded set, the algorithm will be bound to terminate.
The resulting algorithm, formulated in terms of formal concepts to be introduced below,
is depicted in Figure 3 (page 15). The reader may nd it helpful to already now take a rst
look at the informal description of the algorithm's operation that preceeds Example 3.25.
The m-trees considered in this section will have nodes that are couples (A; i) where A is
an atom in the language underlying the program and goal to be partially deduced, and i is
a(n arbitrary) unique identi er, speci c to this particular node in the tree. Let M be the set
of all such m-trees. If  is an m-tree, then N (as before) will denote the set of its nodes, L
the set of its leaves, L? the set of its non-marked leaves and A the set of atoms appearing in
its nodes. Finally, for a node n = (A; i), atom(n) will denote A. We introduce the following
m-tree transforming operators:
 extend a leaf
Let  2 M, l 2 L? and A be a set of atoms, then EL(; l; A) is an m-tree 0 , the
extension of  obtained by marking l and adding a child node (Ai ; i) of l for every atom
Ai 2 A.
 extend (several leaves in) a tree
Let  2 M, l1 6= : : : 6= ln 2 L? and A1 ; : : :; An be sets of atoms, then
ET (; f(l1; A1); : : :; (ln; An)g) = EL(: : :EL(EL(; l1; A1); l2; A2) : : :; ln; An)
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 cut an unmarked leaf, if present
Let  2 M and l 62 N n L? , then CL(; l) is:

{ the m-tree obtained from  by deleting l (and its incoming link) if l 2 L?
{  if l 62 N

 cut several leaves
Let  2 M and l ; : : :; ln 62 N n L? , then
CLT (; fl ; : : :; lng) = CL(: : :CL(CL(; l ); l ) : : :; ln)
 cut and replace a subtree rooted in a non-leaf node
Let  2 M and A be an atom, then CN (; n; A) is:
1

1

1

2

{ the m-tree obtained from  by deleting 's terminal subtree rooted at n, and

replacing n in  by an (unmarked) leaf (A; iA) if n 2 N
{  if n 62 N
 cut and replace several subtrees
Let  2 M, n1 ; : : :; nk 2 N and A1 ; : : :; Ak be atoms, then
CNT (; f(n1; A1); : : :; (nk ; Ak )g) = CN (: : :CN (CN (; n1; A1); n2; A2) : : :; nk ; Ak )
 cut (and replace non-leaf) parts of a tree
Let  2 M, L  L? , n1 ; : : :; nk 2 N and A1 ; : : :; Ak be atoms then
CT (; L; f(n1; A1); : : :; (nk ; Ak )g) = CLT (CNT (; f(n1; A1); : : :; (nk ; Ak )g); L)
One can verify that the above operators are well-de ned and that their result is determined
uniquely modulo node identi ers.
Extending the m-tree, through an ET operation, will correspond to line () in Algorithm 2.8. Subsequently cutting (and replacing) parts of the result, using CT , will incorporate
the abstract operation in line ().
It is interesting to note that:
Proposition 3.16 Let  = ((C1; : : :; Ck); (f1; : : :; fk )) be a cm-pair, ; 0 2 M and 0
derivable from  through the application of one or more of the above m-tree transforming
operators. If upon every application of CN , the node n0 that replaces the deleted terminal
subtree root n 2 Ci is also in Ci and fi (n) >i fi (n0 ), then 0 can be constructed from 
through the application of zero or more dtts on M .
Proof Immediate from De nition 3.13 and the operators' de nitions.
2
Before we can present the actual algorithm, we need to de ne the following concepts:
De nition 3.17 Let  = ((C1; : : :; Ck); (f1; : : :; fk )) be a cm-pair,  an m-tree and n; m 2
N (n 6= m). We say that n -covers m if the following two conditions are satis ed:
1. n > m
2. 91  l  k : n; m 2 Cl
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De nition 3.18 Let  be a cm-pair,  an m-tree and n; m 2 N. We say that n is the closest

-covering ancestor of m in , cca (; m), if the following two conditions are satis ed:
1. n  -covers m
2. any other n0 2 N that  -covers m also  -covers n

A node n  -covers a node m when n is an ancestor of m in the tree and the two nodes (their
atoms) are comparable according to  . Starting from a node m and going upwards along a
branch, the rst comparable node encountered is its closest covering ancestor. Note that the
notion of  -covering is not dependent on the measure functions in  , but solely on its classes.
Example 3.19 Reconsider the tree in Figure 2 and let 's classes be as in Example 3.8.
Then:
 Nodes 1, 2 and 4 do not have a covering ancestor.
 Nodes 3 and 5 are each covered by a single ancestor node, 1 and 4 respectively.
 Node 6, nally, is covered by both node 3 and node 1, the former of which is its closest
covering ancestor.

De nition 3.20 An atom abstraction operator (aao) is a mapping abs from pairs of atoms
to atoms, such that if A and A0 are atoms, abs(fA; A0g) is an atom of which both A and A0
are instances.
Let  = ((C1; : : :; Cn); (f1; : : :; fn )) be a cm-pair, then an aao abs is called  -safe if the
following both hold for any m-tree :
 if n; n0 2 N \ Cj then any possible node m with atom(m) = abs(fatom(n); atom(n0)g)
must be in Cj
 if n; n0 2 N \ Cj and :(fj (n) >j fj (n0)) then
either abs(fatom(n); atom(n0)g) = atom(n)
or fj (n) >j fj (m) for any possible node m with atom(m) = abs(fatom(n); atom(n0)g)
Abusing notation, we occasionally write abs(fn; n0g) instead of abs(fatom(n); atom(n0)g).
Example 3.21 Taking the most speci c generalisation (msg) as abstraction operation can
be safely combined with the use of functor measures (De nition 3.7), provided this is done
with sucient care. One possible way to proceed requires the following de nition and lemma,
(slightly) adapted from [12]:
De nition 3.22 Let Term and Atom denote the sets of terms and atoms, respectively, in a
language L. We de ne the function s : Term [ Atom ! IN , counting the number of symbols
in a term or an atom, by:
If t = f (t1 ; : : :; tn ); n > 0
then s(t) = 1 + s(t1 ) +    + s(tn )
else s(t) = 1
Let the number of distinct variables in a term or atom t be v (t). De ne h(t) = s(t) ? v (t).
Note that h(t) > 0 for any non-variable t.
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Lemma 3.23 If A and B are atoms such that B is strictly more general than A, then
h(A) > h(B).

It follows that taking the msg of two atoms is safe wrt cm-pairs with classes as in Example 3.5
and measure function f such that f (A) = (f 0 (A); h(A)) 2 IN 2; >2 , where A is an atom, f 0
a functor measure (applicable to A) and >2 the natural lexicographical order on IN 2 . A
measure function of this kind will actually be used in Example 3.25 below.
We can now formulate a re ned core algorithm for partial deduction. It is shown in
Figure 3. To avoid some annoying technicalities, we assume that the goal to be partially
deduced contains a single atom. This can always be achieved by adding a clause goal G to
the program. The algorithm is parameterised by a cm-pair  = ((C1; : : :; Ck ); (f1; : : :; fk )), a
-safe aao abs and an unfolding rule U . To obtain an executable partial deduction algorithm,
these must be given concrete values.

Algorithm 3.24
Input

a program P and goal A

Output

a set of partially deduced atoms A

Initialisation

0 := empty tree
1 := f(A; i1)g
i := 1
While i?1 6= i do
 := ET (i; f(l; Al)jl = (Al; il) 2 L? ; Al = BA(U (Al; P ))g) ()
i+1 := CT (; L; N )

where:
L = fl 2 L? j91  j  k; 9l0 2 N : l 2 Cj & l0 -covers l
& :(fj (cca (; l)) >j fj (l)) & abs(fl0; lg) = atom(l0)g
N = f(cca (; l); abs(fcca(; l); lg))j91  j  k : l 2 Cj \ L? & 9l0 2 N : l0 = cca (; l)
& :(fj (l0) >j fj (l)) & :9l00 2 N : l00  -covers l & abs(fl00; lg) = atom(l00)g
i := i + 1

Endwhile
A := Ai

Figure 3: An m-tree based algorithm template for partial deduction.
In essence, Algorithm 3.24 records the (to be) partially deduced atoms in an m-tree. Upon
each iteration, it computes partial deductions (using U ) for all the atoms in the tree that are
not yet partially deduced (i.e. non-marked). It then adds the atoms in the corresponding
resultants to the tree, as children of the atoms in whose partial deductions they appear. To
guarantee termination, the weight of the new leaves is tested. If it is smaller than that of the
most nearby comparable atom in the same branch, then the leaf is allowed to remain in the
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tree. If not, then it is simply deleted if there is a more \abstract" atom in the same branch.
If the latter also does not hold, then the whole subtree rooted in the most nearby comparable
ancestor atom is removed, and its root is replaced by an atom more abstract than both the
considered leaf and the removed root. The latter atom, of course, is to be partially deduced
in the next iteration of the algorithm.
We illustrate the operation of Algorithm 3.24 on a simple example.
Example 3.25 Consider the program for reversing a list with the aid of an accumulating
parameter:
rev([]; Z; Z ) .
rev([X jXs]; Y; Z ) rev(Xs; [X jY ]; Z ).
and the following query:
rev([1; 2jXs]; []; Z ).
We will use Algorithm 3.24 with:
 a single class C1 in  comprising all instances of rev(X; Y; Z )
 f1 = (j:jrev;f1g; h)
 taking the msg as atom abstraction operator
 unfolding down to the rst choice point, with a minimum of at least one level of unfolding
(this determines U )
The m-trees constructed during partial deduction are depicted in Figure 4. For clarity, we
have subscripted the  -trees according to the i they derive from. Node identi ers are not
included, and the atoms in marked nodes are underlined. Unmarked leaves are annotated by
their weight under f1 .
In the rst iteration of the while-loop, the starting query is unfolded, using the second clause
for rev until the call rev (Xs; [2; 1]; Z ) is reached. At this point, both rev -clauses can be used to
continue, so unfolding stops and rev (Xs; [2; 1]; Z ) is added as an unmarked leaf to the m-tree,
resulting in 1 . Since f1 (rev ([1; 2jXs]; []; Z )) = (2; 6) >2 f1 (rev (Xs; [2; 1]; Z )) = (0; 6), the
fresh leaf is allowed to remain in the tree and therefore 2 = 1 . Unfolding rev (Xs; [2; 1]; Z )
one level results in two local descendent nodes, one of which is the empty goal. The atom
in the other one is added to 2 , thus creating 2 . However, the cca of the leaf in 2 is the
node with rev (Xs; [2; 1]; Z ), which has a smaller weight under f1 . Since the leaf atom is
not an instance of any of its ancestor atoms, the subtree rooted in its cca is removed and
replaced by a node with the msg of the two atoms involved. This gives us 3 . Note that
indeed f1 (rev (Xs; [2; 1]; Z )) >2 f1 (rev (Xs; [X; Y jY s]; Zs)). Next, 3 is obtained similarly to
2 above. Again, the weight does not decrease properly, but this time the leaf atom is an
instance of the atom in the leaf's cca. 4 is therefore obtained by simply deleting 3 's leaf.
Since now there are no unmarked leaves, a nal iteration leaves the m-tree unchanged, and the
algorithm halts with resulting set A = frev ([1; 2jXs]; []; Z ); rev (Xs; [X; Y jY s]; Zs)g. For the
given problem, this result is very reasonable. While partial deduction as in [2] or [1] does not
(globally) terminate on the present example, generalisation based on identical characteristic
trees ([11], [20]) does ensure termination in this simple case. However, in general, that is not
so, unless a depth bound is imposed on characteristic trees. Moreover, for some applications,
wrapping together all calls with the same characteristic tree turns out to be too coarse a
heuristic (as is illustrated by the example discussed in Section 3.3).
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ν2

ν1 = µ2

µ1
rev([1,2|Xs],[],Z)

rev([1,2|Xs],[],Z)

rev([1,2|Xs],[],Z)

rev(Xs,[2,1],Z)

rev(Xs,[2,1],Z)

w=(2,6)

w=(0,6)
rev(Xs’,[X’,2,1],Z)

µ3

µ4 = ν4 = µ5

ν3

w=(0,7)

rev([1,2|Xs],[],Z)

rev([1,2|Xs],[],Z)

rev([1,2|Xs],[],Z)

rev(Xs,[X,Y|Ys],Z)

rev(Xs,[X,Y|Ys],Z)

rev(Xs,[X,Y|Ys],Z)

w=(0,3)
rev(Xs’,[X’,X,Y|Ys],Z)
w=(0,4)

Figure 4: The m-trees for Example 3.25.
Let us now formally prove that (proper instances of) Algorithm 3.24 terminate(s). We set
out with the following lemma:
Lemma 3.26 Every m-tree i constructed while executing Algorithm 3.24, is subset-wise
founded wrt  .
Proof Obviously, 0 and 1 are subset-wise founded wrt . Now suppose n is subset-wise
founded wrt  and n+1 is constructed (i.e. n?1 6= n ). We argue that also n+1 is subsetwise founded wrt  .
First, observe that the  constructed from n is not necessarily subset-wise founded. Indeed,
it might contain freshly added, non-marked leaves where the corresponding measure function
behaves non-monotonically. But it is exactly these leaves that are removed when constructing
n+1 from  . Either by simply deleting l when l is -covered by some l0 such that abs(fl0; lg) =
atom(l0 ), or by removing the terminal subtree rooted at its closest -covering ancestor in 
when this is not so. In the latter case, the measure function is guaranteed to be monotonic
on the node replacing cca (; l) in n+1 because abs is  -safe.
2
So, every i 2 M . We can take a further step:
Lemma 3.27 For every i > 1 such that an execution of Algorithm 3.24 de nes i , it holds
that either i?1 > i or i?1 = i .
Proof This result follows from combining De nition 3.14, Proposition 3.16, De nition 3.20
and Lemma 3.26.
2
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Drawing together the major strands of Sections 3.1 and 3.2, our main result follows.
Theorem 3.28 Algorithm 3.24 terminates.
Proof This theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.15 and Lemma 3.27.

2

Finally, we also prove that Algorithm 3.24 is correct in the sense that it ensures closedness.
(As noted in Section 2, independence can be obtained through post-execution renaming.)
Theorem 3.29 Let P be a program, input to Algorithm 3.24, and A the set of atoms
produced as output. Let P 0 be the partial deduction of A in P using U . Then P 0 is A-closed.
Proof First, a straightforward induction argument shows that in any m-tree constructed by
Algorithm 3.24, only leaves can be unmarked. This implies that if i?1 = i then neither
of the two has any unmarked nodes. (If there would be unmarked nodes in i?1 , then these
would be leaves, and therefore either marked in or absent from i .) It is therefore sucient
to show that for any marked node n in any i (i > 0), the partial deduction of atom(n) in P
using U is Ai -closed.
Let n be a node in an m-tree , then we will denote as C (n; ) the subset of N consisting
of the ancestors of n (including n) and its children (i.e. rst level descendants). And we will
denote as AC (n;) the set of atoms appearing in the nodes in C (n; ). We will actually show
that for any marked node n in any i (i > 0), the partial deduction of atom(n) in P using
U is AC(n;) -closed. The proof proceeds through induction on i and has a trivial base case
(i = 1). So, suppose that i+1 gets constructed and the property holds for all marked nodes
in i . Let  be constructed from i as in line () in the algorithm. Obviously, the property
also holds for all marked nodes in  . Now, in constructing i+1 from  , no ancestor of a node
is ever deleted while the node itself is kept, and a child of a node is only deleted if there is
either an ancestor of this child (the child itself not included, and therefore also ancestor of
the child's parent) with an at least equally general atom, or the child gets replaced by a node
with an at least equally general atom. It follows that the desired property also holds for all
marked nodes in i+1 .
2
Summarising, plugging suitable, concrete choices for  , abs and U into Algorithm 3.24
renders a partial deduction algorithm that, for any program P and goal A, is guaranteed
to terminate in a non ad-hoc way, provides a exible basis for polyvariant specialisation, and
produces a specialised program (after some post-processing) that can be safely used with
goals containing atoms that are instances (modulo post-execution renaming) of the atoms in
its output A.
To corroborate these claims, especially the one concerning polyvariance, in the next subsection, we turn our attention to some concrete instances of Algorithm 3.24, and brie y discuss
their operation on a particularly interesting example.

3.3 A challenging example

Some well-known examples from the literature require polyvariance in order to achieve the
best results, including the pattern-matching programs match ([9]) and contains ([18]). Good
results for these can be reproduced in our framework, although global termination is not a
signi cant problem in partial deduction of these programs.
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In this subsection, we discuss an example for which both polyvariance and global termination are important ingredients. It is an example taken from [6] in which partial deduction
is followed by an analysis using abstract interpretation. The analyser returns a single combined approximation for each predicate, and therefore the amount of polyvariance produced
by partial deduction has an immediate e ect on the precision of the analysis results. Note
that an analyser could in principle produce several results for each predicate, in which case
the problem of polyvariance would be shifted to the analyser, but this is not the point at
issue in this example.
The following program is a simple implementation of a model elimination proof procedure
(inspired by [29]). It was used in [6] as a basis for experiments on the specialisation of proof
procedures.

prove((A; As); L)
prove(true; )
prove(A; L)
prove(A; L)
member(X; [X j ])
member(X; [ jXs])

prove(A; L); prove(As; L):
:
member(A; L):
contrapositive(A; B); neg(A; A1); prove(B; [A1jL]):
:
member(X; Xs):

The procedure for neg=2 is omitted here. The clauses of an object theory are added to the
program in the form of unit clauses for contrapositive=2. A goal for the program typically
has the form prove(A; []) where A is an atom to be proved. The specialisation problem is
to derive a specialised version of the prover, given a particular object theory and a (partially
known) atom to be proved.
The second argument of prove represents the \negative ancestor list" and contains the
negations of the atoms that have been resolved with an object clause (in the fourth clause of
the prover). It is initially empty, but grows longer as the proof proceeds. In general there
may be in nite branches in the proof tree and therefore there is no bound on the length of
the ancestor list in calls to prove. An in nite number of distinct calls to prove=2 and hence
to member=2 (using the third clause) can arise in a computation.
We focus attention on the calls to member=2. which implements the \ancestor resolution"
rule. As pointed out in [6], it is desirable that partial deduction generates sucient di erent
versions of member=2 in order that further analysis can distinguish cases where ancestor
resolution always fails from cases where it is possibly useful. In the basic algorithm for
partial deduction, the problem is to nd a plausible abstraction that allows enough versions
to be generated. In [6] polyvariance was achieved by an ad-hoc technique.
We can contrast the treatment of prove=2 and member=2 in the basic algorithm and in
the framework of Algorithm 3.24. Obviously some abstraction of atoms with these predicates
is needed since an in nite number of di erent instances can arise in a computation. In the
basic algorithm, the abstraction of prove=2 and member=2 is done independently. But using
the framework of Algorithm 3.24 at least one version of member=2 will be produced for
each version of prove=2 that is produced. (We assume that atoms containing prove=2 and
member=2 are in di erent classes). This is because each call to prove=2 has as ancestors only
other calls to prove=2, but the rst call to member=2 on any branch is preceded by one or
more calls to prove=2. Since abstraction takes place on each branch separately, the calls to
member=2 on separate branches will not be \confused".
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We argue that there is more \natural" polyvariance for prove=2 than for member=2 using
typical abstractions (for example, using ideas based on characteristic paths ([11])). The
problem with the basic algorithm is to ensure that sucient polyvariance for member=2 is
produced. The framework of Algorithm 3.24 ensures that the natural polyvariance for prove=2
is transferred to member=2.
Concrete instances of Algorithm 3.24 were implemented, modifying the SP system ([13]) to
handle subset-wise founded marked trees. SP contains a number of di erent unfolding rules,
which can be used in Algorithm 3.24. Most speci c generalisation is used as the abstraction
operator. For the class-measure pairs, we took various measures of the kinds introduced in
Examples 3.5, 3.8 and 3.25. Di erent possibilities for the classes were tried. Classes can
be simply based on the predicate names, or on some other factor that gives ner-grained
distinctions, such as characteristic paths (with a xed size bound).
There is some trade-o between the sophistication of the measure functions and the grain
of the class distinctions. A constant measure function combined with a very ne-grained
set of classes seems capable of producing many polyvariant versions, as does a sophisticated
measure function with a simple set of classes. Much more experimentation is needed to nd
good heuristics for selection of unfolding rules, measure functions and class distinctions, but
the framework of Algorithm 3.24 is rich enough to incorporate a wider range of strategies
than previous proposals have allowed.

4 Discussion and Related Work
In the ensuing discussion, some of the partial deduction methods mentioned, treat normal
logic programs, others only deal with de nite ones. Although generalising the more elaborate
restricted methods to normal logic programs seems often far from trivial, we will, in this
section, gloss over this distinction. The cautious reader should therefore feel free to interpret
what follows as pertaining to partial deduction of de nite programs only.
A method for partial deduction of logic programs within the framework laid out by [23],
was rst presented in [2] (and further re ned in [1], introducing dynamic renaming to provide
additional opportunities for polyvariant specialisation). As does all currently published work
in the setting of [23], it features set-wise global control (see Section 2). It concentrates
on satisfying closedness and independence, and (global) termination is not addressed. Not
surprisingly then, it is also not ensured: the proposed abstract operation fails to guarantee
niteness of A. The latter is remedied in [26], but at a considerable price: except for the
calls appearing in the starting goal, polyvariance is discarded. Combined with an eager
unfolding rule, this still provides useful specialisation on a range of examples, but remains
unsatisfactory as a general strategy (see [24]). The work in this paper provides the best of
both worlds: exible polyvariance and guaranteed termination.
Both Algorithms 2.8 and 3.24 are formulated in the style of the basic algorithm in [10],
computing a set A rather than (immediately) a partial deduction as in the above mentioned
work. Doing so, independence can easily be ensured through post-execution renaming, and it
is conceptually straightforward to add additional information to the manipulated atoms (e.g.
the abstract substitutions in [10]'s enhanced algorithm). SP (see Section 3.3) actually uses
various re nements of the above-mentioned basic algorithm. Whether applied in that context,
or with methods immediately computing concrete partial deductions, the work in this paper
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o ers a useful setting for providing exible global control, while ensuring termination.
Much of the (early) work in partial evaluation of logic programs, not within the framework
established in [23] (see e.g. [9], [31]), while allowing polyvariance, addresses termination only
casually, or relies on user provided annotations. (For a recent example of work within the
latter strand, see [19].) However, approaches aiming at full automation, and relying on online
methods, must include an automatic mechanism to prohibit non-termination. Two fairly recent systems of this kind are Mixtus ([32]) and Paddy ([30]). Typically, partial deduction that
does not comply with the framework in [23], does not distinguish (explicitly) between local
and global control, building one big evaluation structure that comprises both the local SLDtrees and something similar to our global m-tree. Restoring the use of a tree-like structure
to the global control level in approaches based on [23] re-introduces ne-grained dependency
registration at this level of consideration, while keeping the conceptual advantage of imposing
a clear distinction between the two issues. It also renders the control strategy employed by
other approaches more readily amenable to analysis within the \two level" context. Both
Mixtus and Paddy can be understood to impose global control through the use of cm-pairs
with \trivial" measure functions, in the sense that they map to well-founded sets where no
element is larger than any other. As a result, every branch of the m-tree can for every class
in the cm-pair contain just a single atom. As already pointed out at the end of Section 3.3,
this is a valid approach if a ne-grained classi cation of atoms can be provided. Mixtus, for
example, indeed does so, by imposing a re ned control of unfolding at the local level and
subsequently classifying atoms at the global level according to the local \may-loop" criterion.
Its basic algorithm does not incorporate an atom abstraction operator; it ensures closedness
by retaining clauses from the original program for atoms that do not get partially deduced.
The \generalised restart" variant described in Section 2.5 of [32], however, does replace a
partially deduced atom in the m-tree by the msg of a set of atoms including itself and some
recursive descendant that has not been unfolded (and, somewhat surprisingly, possibly also
some intermediate unfolded atoms (see [32])). Contrary to what is claimed in [32], this can
cause non-termination: the resulting msg may be identical to the atom to be replaced by it.
As in Algorithm 3.24, in such cases, no restart should be performed. Note that there is also
no need to retain clauses from the original program: the recursive descendant is an instance
of the partially deduced atom.
Partial evaluation algorithms developed for functional and procedural languages often
make use of a so-called \binding-time analysis" (BTA). This technique was also used in the
logic program specialiser Logimix ([15], [27]). The output of BTA is a description of di erent
reachable program points (function calls or program statements) in which program variables
are labeled as static or dynamic. Polyvariance is determined by the number of di erent
versions of program points generated during BTA. Simpler BTA procedures x the number
of possible versions in advance. Finer-grained BTA can generate several versions of the same
program point, but then the global termination problem appears as the problem of ensuring
that BTA generates only a nite number of versions of program points. Thus although the
termination problem is handled \oine", it is essentially the same problem that we consider.
Chapter 14 of [15] introduces BTA based on the concept of \bounded static variation".
The BTA guarantees a nite, but potentially unlimited number of versions. The algorithm,
which has apparently not yet been used in an actual partial evaluation system, essentially
allows more variables to be classi ed as static than simpler BTA does. It does this by trying
to identify variables that take on only a nite number of distinct values, though they may
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appear to be dynamic. A variable is allowed to remain static so long as its concrete values
are decreasing along a \dependency chain" which can be arbitrarily long. This approach is
clearly related to our framework, in that termination is based on identifying arguments that
do not decrease (with respect to some measure) along a computation path in an abstract
execution of the program. It is stated in terms of one particular abstraction (static-dynamic
descriptions) and given orderings of the program's data values, whereas ours is exible with
regard to both the orderings (our measure functions) and the abstractions (the classes).
Termination of \online" partial evaluation in functional programming does not seem to
have an accepted satisfactory solution. In the Fuse system ([38]), for example, the partial
evaluator is allowed to loop in cases where the object program would loop. It is debatable
whether this is satisfactory for functional programs, but in a logic programming context,
where most recursive programs are bound to loop on certain (non-ground) call patterns,
typically provided as input to the partial deduction process, it is clearly unacceptable.
The work on supercompilation ([37]), recently gaining renewed interest (see [33], [14] and
further references there), seems quite closely related to partial deduction. Its basic generalisation strategy ([36]) is amenable to an analysis in terms of a bounded number of classes
(\neighborhoods") and (like Mixtus and Paddy) trivial measure functions, only admitting
one term in each class in every branch of the structure built. (Supercompilation performs
only one-step trivial unfoldings, and therefore lacks a local control level.) In fact, control
of polyvariance in partial deduction by way of characteristic trees with a depth bound ([11],
[13], [20]) can also be combined with the use of an m-tree in this way: one class per characteristic tree. (The neighbourhoods used in supercompilation re ect a common \computation
history" of \order n" (i.e. comprising exactly n steps). This seems to be related to the use of
characteristic trees with depth bound n in logic programming.)
In all cases addressed above, we have not considered whether generalisation of atoms
within a class returns an atom in the same class. Our present framework imposes this as
a restriction (see De nition 3.20). However, with the necessary care, the framework can be
generalised such that this limitation is lifted. We refer to future work.
Readers familiar with [4] will have noticed that, though drawing upon the same source
of inspiration, the above development di ers quite considerably from the approach to local
control presented there. On the one hand, it is more complicated, due to the need for more
complex manipulations of the tree structure. On the other hand, it is simpler, not needing
an equivalent to the notion of a \hierarchical prefounding" (De nition 3.6 in [4]), essentially
because (unlike selected atoms in SLD-trees) all nodes in a branch of an m-tree are recursive
(or \proper" in the terminology introduced in [4]) descendants of all their tree ancestors. The
latter phenomenon is also the reason why no \not to be measured class" is needed: calls to
non-recursive (and therefore safe) predicates will never have an m-tree descendant with the
same predicate symbol, anyway.
Finally, we brie y dwell upon an interesting \reduced deletion" variant2 of Algorithm 3.24.
Indeed, in cases where Algorithm 3.24 deletes (the subtree rooted in) the cca of a leaf and
replaces it by the abstraction of the two nodes, one can alternatively just delete and replace
the considered leaf. This is safe (termination-wise) if the abstraction operator satis es De nition 3.20 and the >i are total orders (which will usually be the case). This reduced deletion
variant provides even more opportunities for polyvariant specialisation than Algorithm 3.24
2

First suggested by Michael Leuschel.
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does. Moreover, since it only requires much simpler type 3 dtts, the relevant reformulation
of Theorem 3.15 can probably be proved much more easily than is the case now. On the
other hand, most existing approaches do delete partially deduced atoms more eagerly than
this variant. The approach as it stands therefore provides a more suitable frame of reference
for analysis and comparison of earlier work. It can be noted, by the way, that in such work
(see e.g. [2], [1], [13], [26]), very often only roots of subtrees get deleted, the remaining nodes
causing spurious de nitions in the resulting partial deduction (subsequently removable in a
\dead code deletion" phase). This is not surprising: it is exactly the introduction of an m-tree
which makes the problem clearly visible.

5 Conclusion, Future Work
In this paper, we have investigated global control of partial deduction. We have identi ed
the two central aspects to be addressed in this context: providing the right amount of polyvariance, while ensuring termination of the partial deduction in all cases. It is well-known
that polyvariant specialisation can be a key factor in producing elegant, concise and, most
important in this context, ecient specialised programs. However, the present state of the
art in the eld does not provide conclusive general rules or heuristics that might be able to
guide this process such that optimal results are produced. Algorithms for partial deduction
that leave open the details of control and abstraction (as opposed to detailed descriptions
of particular partial deduction systems) are relatively rare, and our framework provides the
most exible such algorithm that we are aware of.
This paper reconsiders the global control issue, starting from the basic principles. Doing
so, it develops a framework and an algorithm template that
 keep local and global control conceptually separated (this still allows for mutual interaction, if so desired, in practice)
 ensure global termination in a principled, non ad-hoc way
 nevertheless avoid imposing unnecessary a priori restrictions on the amount of possible
polyvariance
 satisfy the closedness condition required for correctness of the specialised program
In this way, it provides both a conceptual framework in which various control strategies
used in practical partial deduction (and evaluation) systems can be analysed, understood
and compared, and an interesting starting point for further research, both conceptual and
experimental, pursuing optimal control strategies for program specialisation.
Other topics for further research include:
 Ample experimentation with various concrete instances of Algorithm 3.24, or its reduced
deletion variant, proposed in Section 4, will provide further insights into the merits,
conceptual and practical, of the approach. In particular, the interaction of local and
global control needs to be better understood.
 It seems very likely that a straightforward instance of Algorithm 3.24 (or, of course, a
reduced deletion variant) will often produce more polyvariance than is actually desirable
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(see Section 3.3). So, future research will have to determine criteria which can serve as a
basis for further reducing and optimising polyvariance. Any such techniques can either
directly be incorporated in Algorithm 3.24, or they can, perhaps more appropriately, be
applied in a separate step, generating the specialised program, after running an analysis
phase based on Algorithm 3.24. Obviously, both approaches can also be combined.
 At present, the user has to provide a cm-pair, to be used throughout the partial deduction process. This is no major drawback in an experimental context, and indeed,
to a certain extent even an advantage: the user, likely to be an expert in the eld, remains in control. However, in situations where specialisation is not the object of study,
it is important to nd techniques that allow automatic initialisation and re nement
of cm-pairs depending on the particular specialisation problem at hand. An elaborate
treatment of automatic initialisation and online re nement of measure functions of the
\argument complexity weighing" kind (used to provide local control) can be found in
[25]. An initial approach to automatic class re nement is also presented. However,
global control provides a considerably more general setting, and much remains to be
done. In the context of approaching optimality, oine analysis techniques (scrutinising
the input to the partial deducer) seem promising to provide sensible initial values for
cm-pairs, while online re nement can provide further ne-tuning.
 Finally, it will be interesting to study possible generalisations of the framework, both
from a viewpoint of feasibility and usefulness. In particular, we have the following two
issues in mind:
{ As pointed out above, the safety conditions on atom abstraction operators can be
relaxed, no longer requiring the abstraction of two atoms to be in the same class
as those atoms. However, type 3 dtts will then have to be rede ned in such a way
that termination is still guaranteed. It is also conceivable that two di erent sets of
measure functions would be used: one to govern addition of leaves, and the second
to control replacement of covering ancestors. All this seems perfectly possible, but
further research will have to assess the technical details as well as the conceptual
and practical gains resulting from such moves.
{ In [25], the requirement that (local control) measure functions be monotonic is
relaxed to allow them not to be monotonic on a nite number of nodes in each
branch, and it is shown how the use of such functions still guarantees termination.
This is a point worthwhile pursuing also in the present context, since it for example
dramatically improves the treatment of constants by measure functions based on
argument complexity ([24], [25]).
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